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INTRODUCTION 

1.A The Textile Development Centre 

A Textile Development Centre has been set up over the past 

six years at the Textile Consolidation Fund in Alexandria 

'Where there already exists a Textile Testing and Quality 

Control Organisation, itself the result of an earlier 

UNDP progrannne. 

The purpose of the Textile DevP.Jopment Centre is to provide 

assistance to the textile industry through appiied research 

and development activities in all aspects of textile manufacture 

from fibres to finished garments. 

The Centre when fully established will have the objectives 

of:-

(i) providing pilot plant an.d testing laboratories 

for work on industrial problems of inunediate 

use to the textile industry. 

(ii) carrying out pilot plant studies of materials, 

particular~y cotton and its blends, inciuding 

fibres, dyes, finishes, machines and processes; 

(iii) carrying out quantitative and operational studies 

on industr~al processes in textile mills to 

increase productivity and efficiency; 

(iv) providing technical consultancy in management 

and technological problems and extending 

modern testing techniques to industry; 
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{v) communicating to industry at a11 1eve1s by . 

(vi) 

(vii) 

organising seminars, conferences, symposia, 

group di.scussions and tra;njng courses. 

dissem:a...u.ii.l;ing technical information to industry; 

and 
assisting the industry to set and maintain sl..:m.dards. 
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1.B. Th.e Expert in the Dimensional Stability o:f Knitted 

Cotton Gannents 

According to Job Description DP/EGY/77/008/11-11/K/Jl.7.B~ 

the expert was assigned to the Textile Development Centre but 

the vast majority o:f the work was undertaken in the :four 

largest vertically integrated we:ft knitting, dyeing and 

:finis~ and garment making companies within the ~ublic 

sector o:f the Egyptian Textile Industry. 

The main ta~ks o:f the expert was to :-

1. Study the current l.e ,-a1s o:f dimensional stability 

achieved in the di:f:ferent companies and compare 

the resul.ts •"ith customer demands and internationa.i 

standards. 

2. Make critical surveys of· the equipment, technique and 

procedures used in the companies. 

J. Give practical advice on how the dimensional stability 

o:f the latl tted :fabrics can be impro·red and how these 

improvements can be ensued in the :finished garment. 
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1.c The Nature and Duration.of the Assignment 

The purpose of the assignment· was to carry out the duties 

as specified in section 1.B. The total assignment was for 

a total of two -months, "Which was sp1it into two periods of 

one month duration. The first prriod of·one month conunenced 

in mid. F~bruary 1985, .and the second period at the beginning 

of October 1985. Detai1s of the work programme are given 

in Appendix 1 but can be broken doWn into thr~e main areas. 

A) Assessment of~procedures and conducting trials in the 

four lalitting ~ompanies comprised over 80% of the experts 

tim~ when on station in Egypt. 

B) Training at the T.D.C. and production staff by practical 

d~monstration of a logical approach to problem solving. 

G) Discussions with Production and T.n.c. staff on applied 

research and fabric deve1op~en~ pro~ammes. 
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- 2: ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Direct Assistance Thr,ough Te.::hn.ical ""'01~sul tan.cy 

A study ll·as made of the organisation and processing prccecurt?s 

of the four largest weft knitting.companies in the public sector 

of the Egyptian Textile Industry.. This was facilitat~d by 

taking patterns of fabric at the knitting stage and exami.ni"l& 

changes which occurred during dyeing and finishing. 

The four companies involved were 

{a) El-Nasr Clothing and Textile Co (KABO) 

(b) eairo Clothing and Ho~iery Co. (TRICONA) 

(c) El-Nasr Wool and Selected Textile Co. (STIA) 

(d) E1-Nasr Spinning, Weaving-and Kntting Co 

(CHOURBAGUI) 

Critical assessments were made of the bleaching, dyeing and 

finishillg machinery currently in use within the com~anies. 

Recommendations were made as to the areas which wouJ.d benefit 

from mechanical improvements and further capital expenditure. 

2.2 Works Processin~ Trials 

The major part of the time on station was taken up with the 

organisation and implementation of practical trials wit3in 

the thre~ above named companies. These trials includeq the 

compari:5on of'" the alternative bleaching and finishin~ methods 

available in each of the comp~ies on their major fabric 

qualities. ~ analysis was made of each step of the processing 

sequences and their effect on the stability and final performance 

of the completed garments was assessed. 
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2.J Training of TDC Staff in Technical Quality Investigations 

Scientific and technical staff members of the TDC were 

instructed in the planning and practical implementation of 

processing trials within production companies. These trials 

were conducted so that the current quality per~ormance c~u1d 

be critically analysed and recommendation for improvements 

coul.d be ·made, if applicable. 

It is expected that the· counterparts Chem. Abdul Hamid Khairallah' 

and Eng. Soheir Seif El-Nasr will be able to give assistance to 

the public sector mills in the planning of suitable trials 

and quality control' procedure. 
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

3. 1 Regarding The TDC 

Discussions at the three knitting companies visited indicated 

areas where deve1opment work carried out at the TD~ could 

raci1itate consider;a.b1e improvements in the perfonnance of 

knitted gannents. Examp1es 'ii.re given be1ow : 

a) It was noticed that there was a difference in the degree 

of whiteness in fabrics from different companies, whi1st 

one mi11 was using an Organo phosphate stab11iser, the 

other two are sti11 using Sodium Si1icate as a stabiliser 

in hydrogen peroxide bleaching. If silicate could be 

replaced by Organo phosphate stabi1~~ers then the fabric · 

would have a softer handle with a reduced _isk o~ sewing 

dam~ge at making up. Work should be 1nitiated at the 

TDC comparing whiteness levels and assisting each mill 

·to achieve maximum whiteness. 

b) A combined set o~ recommendations of the procedures and 

testing equipment required for quality control should Qe 

prepared, and an approach made to· individual companies 

with advice on the introduction of standardised testing 

of both chemica1 and physical parameters and the regularity 

at which these tes~s should be carried out. Subsequent 

to the introduction of quality contro1 at each mill 

periodic visits would ascertain the overal1 changes in 

quality that have been achieved. 
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c) The insta11ation of an automatic washing machine and 

tumb1e drier has enab1ed testing to internationa1 

standards to be carried out. With this.faci1ity the 

TDC shou1d eva1uate the difference in products of 

simi1ar qua1ity from each mi11. 

d) There is obvious need for work to be undertaken to 

estab1ish the optimum finished width of each knitted 

structureswith r~gard to yarn count and stitch 1ength. 

This work shou1d be set up on a joint basis with he1p 

and machine avai1abi1ity being given by the major 

knitting companies. 

e) A significant proportion of the TDC work on knitted 

fabric has ~een involved with the warp laritting of 

cotton. The yarn strength and 1eve1ness required for 

warp knitting is extremely stringent and this has led 

to on1y limited success. Additionally the commercial 

demand for warp kn.it is small, far smaller than the 

demand for higher quality weft knitted fabrics. There 

should be an increase in the number of technicians in 

the Iatltting department to a11ow them to carry out in 

depth evaluations of knitting structures and machinery, 

and to expand the type of training courses that are 

offered to industry. 
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3.2 Regarding the Operating Compan:ir~ 

Regarding the companies visited, recommendations were given 

in the technica1 reports submitted to each individua1 company. 

One important area is the need to imp1ement the study o:f the 

re1ationship between t~e ~·:idth o:f the re1axed b1eached :fabric 

and the :finished width :for the major qua1ities. The sta:f:f o:f 

the TDC shou1d act in a co-ordinating ro1e so that there is 

a good :f1ow o:f information between the operating companies. 

The time spent at each company was a11ocated in re1ation to the 

production volume. The Kabo company produces 22 tons 0~ we:ft 

lari.tted :fabric per day, Tricona and Stia produce 6 and 2.5 tons 

respective1y whi1st Chourbagui produces o.8 tons o:f we:ft lari.tted 

fabric. 

A re1iab1e system 0£ qua1ity contro1 has been satis£actori1y 

insta11ed within the Kabo company and over the period 0£ the 

assessment there has been an increase in stringency and the 

leve1 o:f performance is showing improvement. A simi1ar approach 

to quality contro1 shou1d be instigated within the other 

companies. 

In Europe gannents made from the finer qua1ity fabrics such 

as single jersey and fine rib obtain higher prices in the 

market place. These garments are actua1ly lighter in weight 

than the popular qncLlities being produced in Egypt. It would 

be more advantageous £or the Egyptian manufacturers to produce 

the higher added value qualities £or export. In this way the 

country achieves a :far greater return £or each kilo 0£ cotton 

exported. 
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WORK PROGRAMME 

POST : 11-11/Kf.31.7.B. EXPERT IN THE DIMENSIONAL STABILITY OF 
COTTON KNITTED GARME:t\'TS 

NAME: JOHN GORDON 

FEBRUARY 1985 

14 Trave1 to VIENNA 

15 UNIDO Briefing 

16 Trave1 to Cairo 

17 UNDP Cairo bri~fing/trave1 to Alexandria 

18 Discussions with the staff of TDC 

19 Initia1 Visit to EL-NASR WOOL and SELECTED TEXTILES "STIA" 

and is EL-NASR C1othing and Textile Co. "KA.BO" 

20 TRIALS AT STIA 

21 TRIALS AT STIA Al'ID KA.BO 

23 Initia1 Visit to CAIRO CLOTHING AND HOSIERY CO "TRICONA" 

24-27 TRIALS AT KABO 

28 Discussions on KABO Trials 

MARCH 1985 

2 Testing at the TDC 

3-5 TRIALS AT TRICONA 

6 Trails at KABO 

7 Discussions at STIA on Recommendations 

9 Discussion at the TDC 

10 Discussion at KA.BO on Recommendations 

11 Repo~t Writing at TDC 

12 Travel to Cairo, Discussion at Tricona, UNDP debrief"'.ng 

13 Travel to ENGLAND 
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October 1985 

2 Trave1 to Cairo 

J UNDP Cair.o Briefing 

4 Trave1 to A1exandra 

5-6 Discussions with the staff at TDC 

7 Initia1 Visit to E1-Nasr C1othing and Texti1e Co (KA.Bo) 

8-9 Trials at KABO 

10 Initia1 Visit to El-Nasr Woo1 and Se1ected Te. ti1e Co (STIA) 

12 Initia1 Visit to Cairo C1othing and Hosiery Co (TRICONA) 

lJ-14 Tria1s at TRICONA 

,5-18 Tria1s at KA.BO and STIA 

1~ Joint Meeting at the TDC with Dr Dahmoush Chairman of' 

Texti1e Industries Corporation 

20-21 Trials at KA.BO 

22 Initia1 Visit to E1-Nasr Spinnin6, Weaving & Knitting 

(CHOURBAGUI) 

2.3 Tria1s at TRICONA, UNDP Debrie:fing 

24-JO Testing at the TDC 

27-30 Discussion on Planning and equiping o£ new dyeing and 

:finishing department at STIA 

31 Discussion at STIA and KA.BO on recomme~dations 

November 1985 

2 Discussions at TRICONA ~n recommendations 

J Travel to Vienna 

4 UNIDO Debrie:fing 

5 Travel to England 
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APPENDIX 2 

VISIT REPORTS 

PRELIMINARY VISITS TO EL-NASR WOOL AND SELECTED TEXTil.ES 

CO. (STIA) ALEXANDRIA ON TUESDAY 19TII FEBRUARY 1985 

AND THURSDAY lOTil OCTOBER 1985 

SUMMARY 

'lbe main purpose of the initial visit was to hand over a letter 

of introduction to the company anrl confirm their co-operation in 

the assessment of their present equipment ,. procedures and current 

dimensional stability performance of their weft knitted cotton 

underwear. 

'lbe subsequent visit in October was to discuss with the Chairman 

the new projected development to improve the knitting,. dyeing 

and finishing of underwear fabric using the existing factory 

buildings and mill services. 
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PERSONNEL 

>..c.companied by the counterparts Chem. Adbu1 Hamid Khairal1ahs 

General Manager of Dyeing and Finishing Department and Eng. 

Scheir Seif E1-Nasr, Knitting & Garment Techno1ogist at the 

T.D.c. an initial ~eeting was he1d vi.th Eng. Gamal Mannaa the 

General Man.ager of Spinning and Hrs Inas Amin Se1im Chemist and 

General Manager of the Knitted Fabric Dyeing and Finishing 

Departments. 

DISCUSSION 

The "Stia" Co~any is primari1y engaged in the spinning, weaving 

and finishing of woo11en and worsted fabrics and ready-made 

garments and they operate from nine production mi11s around 

A1exandria. Their total production for al1 the mi11s is based 

upon a consumption of 150 tons of yarn per week. 

The main purpose of the visit was to hand over a 1etter of 

introduction to the company and confirm their co-operation 

in the assessment of their present e~uipment, procedures and 

current dimensional stability performance of their weft knitted 

cotton 14.~U.crwear business. 

The weft knitted production comprises cotton underwear, wool 

outerwear and ha1f hose. The cotton ~ortion of this production 

is up to 15 tons per week (7,000 dozeu garments), and employs 

around 350 peop1e in the knitting, finishing and garment making 

departments. Over 90CJ' of this production is underwear for home 

trade customers, the remainder is made up of T shirts which 

are experted to Western Europe. 

The knitting department is made up of thirty five weft 

knitting machines for Interlock, Coarse Rib (Derby) and Sing1e 

Jersey in the various body size di&meters. The machines ::uoe 

general1y old and only seven machines are fitted with positive 

·feed. 
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Af'ter a tour of the factory :f'urther discussions were he1d 

to out1ine the tria1s that we wou1d undertake on the two major 

qua1ities that are being produced. The detai1s and resu1ts 

of the tria1s are covered in a technica1 report. 

During the meeting on the 10th October the Chairman. exp1ained 

that he was putting forward a p1an. to modernise the who1e of 

the weft lalitted ~~erwear operation. He p1anned to in.sta1 new 

lalitting machines and re-equip T.he dyeing and finishing 

departments. He asked that on1y a short time be spent on 

current production as he was :f'U11y aware from the previous 

wor.!: of the shortcomings in the current equipment 

The Chairman. wrote to the Texti1e Deve1opment Centre requesting 

that some time should be set aside to he1p in the p1anning 

of this project. The request for a short extension to the 

mission was subsequent1y approved by UNDP in Cairo. The 

initia1 objective was to increase production to JOOO Kg per 

16 hr worki:ng day. The breakdown. staying simi1ar to the 

current production which is 75-8~ B1eached White for underwear 

and 20-25~ piece dyed for T-Shirts and other outerwear. 

I wou1d 1ike to thank the fo11owing individua1s within "Stia" 

f'or their help and co-operation in the setting up and 

success:ful. comp1etion of these tria1s. 

Eng. Ahmed Abdul Waf'a, Chairman 

Eng. Gama1 Mannaa Genera1 Manager, Spinning & Knitted p1ain 

Chem. Inas Amin Selim Genera1 Man.ager, Knitted Fabric Dyehouse. 

Chem. Sa.:fia Basta'W')- Supervisor, Knitted Fabric Dyehouse. 
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VISIT REPORT 

PRELIMINARY VISIT TO EL-NASR CLOTHING AND TEXTILES CO. 

(I.CA.BO) ALEXANDRIA ON TUESDAY 19TH FEBRUARY 1985 

AND MONDAY 7nl OCTOBER 1985 

SUMMARY 

'nle visits were made to re-esta~lish the Companies 

co-operation in the assessment of the current dimensional 

stability performance, and the processing changes that have 

been made since the previous appraisal. 
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PERSONNEL 

Accompanied by the counterparts Chem. Abdul Hamid Khaira11ah 

and Eng. Soheir Sei:f E1-Nasr o:f the TDC., an ini"t;ia1 meeti.:ug 

was he1d with Mr Hassan Abdu1 Kader Abdul Sa1cm, Chairman. 

Since the 1ast visit to the company two years ago, there has 

been substantia1 changes in the senior personne1 o:f the company, 

inc1uding the appointment o:f Mr Hassan Abdu1 Kadar Abdu1 Sa1em as 

Chairman :from his previous position as Commercial. Direc~or. 

DISCUSSION 

The Chairman exp1ained the changes in structure and po1icy that 

had occurred during the previous year and we1comed any :further 

he1p that cou1d be given in improving qua1ity and productivity 

within the company. 

The gannent production has increased :from 10,000 to 12,000 dozen 

garments a day with no increase in the 6,800 peop1e emp1oyed 

there. The company markets the gannents under their brand names. 

The highest qua1ity is the JIL 1abe1, which is used under 1icence 

in Egypt and the other Middle Eastern markets :from the French 

manu:facturer .Andre Gi11ier. The Super Kabo labe1 is a1so used 

in the Egyptian market as wel1 as being the trade mark :for 

exports to Western Europe. The KABO label is used :for popular 

qua1ities for the home market. 

The qua1ity control department has been expanded by the addition 

o:f a third automatic washing machine for dimensiona1 stability 

testing and an Atlas Laudrometer which is being used for 

wet fastness testing. 

A tumble dryer has been ordered which will a1low a faster 

assessment of the total shrinkage potential o:r· the fabric. 
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The company have extended the quality control procedure so 

that every batch (approxi.,ately 150 kg) of fabric is tested 

for dimensional stability and approval is required before this 

fabric can be laid up for cutting. A number of spot checks 

were made of fabric on the cutting table and in each case 

approval had been given for laying up. 

Fabric intended for garctents marketed under the JIL and 

Super Kabo 1abe1 have ~o achieve a specification 'Which calls 

fOC' maximum shrinkage vf 1;, in length and in width on machine 

washing and f1at drying. 

A tour of the factories was made in the company of Eng. Abdul 

Khalick Yassin, General Man.ager, Research and Quality control, 

.luring "Which it was apparent that over the last two years on1y 

minor additions had been made to the production equipment in use. 

It was also noticed that the hand cleaning solvent in use in the 

gannent making department was Trich1oroethy1ene. This has a 

substantially higher toxicity than III Trichloroethane which 

has now become the standard cleaning agent throughout 

Western Europe. It is reconmended that this change be made without 

delay. 

I would like to thank the fol.lowing individuals within 'KA.BO; 

for their help and co-op~ration during my stay. 

Mr Hassan Abdul Kader Abdul Salam 

Eng. Gabriel Naggi 

Eng. Abdul Khalick Abdul Yassin 

Eng. Mohammed Ibrahian El-Tabak 

Eng. Omar E1-Kadin 

Eng. Moltazm Abdul Monen Sileem 

~ng. Mohammed Ahmed Elbanna 

Chairman 

Production Director 

General Manager, 
Research and Quality 
Control 

Gbnera1 Manager, 
Dyeing and Finishing 

General Manager, 
Knitting 

Dyehouse Manager 

Quality Testing 
Manager 
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APPENDL"<. 2 - (CONT'D) 

VISIT REPORT 

PRELIMINARY VISIT TO CAIRO CLOTHING AND HOSIERY CO. 

(TRICONA) CAIRO ON SATURDAY, 23RD FEBRUARY 1985 

AND 12TH OCTOBER 1985 

SUMMARY 

The main purpose of the visit was to hand over a letter 

of introduction to the company and confirm their co-op2ration 

in the assessment of their present equipment, procedures 

and current dimensional stability performance of their weft 

knitted cotton underwear. 

Further trials were arranged to assess the processing of each 

of the body size diameters and the correlation between bleached 

dimension and the calender width setting. 
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~~RSONNEL 

An initial visit was made to the Cairo Clothiug and Hosiery 

Company 1Tricona' with Eng. Soheir Seif El Nasr the S~pervisor 

of the knitting Department at the T.D.C. and discu5sions were 

hlld with Textile Eng. Mohammed Ezzeldin Awad the production 

~irector and Tech...Lical Manager, Eng. Wadi Younan, Head of 

Engineering Services and Eng. Hoda Z.-ki, General Manager of the 

Dyeing and Finishing Department. 

DISCUSSION 

The main purpose of the visit was to hand over a letter of 

introduction to the company and confirm their co-operation in 

the assessment or ~heir present equipment, procedures and 

current dimensional stability performance of their weft knitted 

cotton underwear business. 

The company was formed by the amalgamation of a number of private 

sector com?a.~~es engaged in the knitting and finishing of cotton 

goods. Tricona consume six tons of yarn per day which is made up 

i~~o 4000 dozen garments and employs a workforce of 4000 personnel 

at 5 sites. 

There are two garment making units within the company, and 95%. 
of production is on underwear and 5% on outerwear. 

The knitting operation is carried out on two sites, the outerwear 

flat knitting and half hose section which is made up of some sixty 

flat knitting machines. The tubular knitting section contains 

one hundred and seventy circular kn.itting machines of which 

approximately fifty are modern machines with either positive feed 

or yarn storage units. A further sixty of the weft knitting 

machines are six and eight feed single jersey link needle machines. 

The dyeing and finishing of the knitted fabric is carried out 

at two plants. A lot of building and modernisation is being 

carried out at the Sogat factory which is now based on a continuous 

bleaching system. A Jemco continuous bleaching range is in 

operation and an additional atmospheric winch is used to scour 

dirt contaminated fabric. 
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A Tri-pad ~'la"te"::" extl: action and softening mangle is utilized 

toge~her with a l'ube-tex two drum relaxed drier and three 

He1iot calenders. Hand operated hank dyeing becks are a1so 

used. A Dornier mercerising macLine has recently been installed 

for tubular piece mercerisation and efforts are being made to 

increase this area of business. 

The bleaching and dyeing facilities at the Wadi El Nil mill are 

based upon batch production machines. Bleaching is carried 

out in eight open and eight enclosed winches. A two tube Scholl 

high temperature dyeing machine is used ~or high temperature 

dyeing, atmospheric dyeing is also carried out on three winches. 

The factory has a four drum F1eissner drier and Heliot and Monti 

calenders. A very short band stenter which equates to a single 

chamber has been installed. 

After discussion it was agreed that trials would be carried 

out on the four most important production fabrics in each of 

the two finishing plants. The results and findings are given in 

the technical report TDC/TRJ.+6. 

During the meeting on the 12th October with the Chairman he 

explained that they were planning to stop bleaching at Wadi El Nil 

and move all the production into SOGAT. He therefore requested 

that all the time be spent at SOGAT. Since the visit in February 

CHEM. IDA. BENDARY had been appointed responsible for quality 

control. 

I would like to thank the following individuals within Tricona 

for their setting up and successful ~ompletion of these trials. 

Eng. Gamal El Manadily, Chairman. 

Eng. Mohammed Ezzeldin Awad, Production Director and Technical 

Manager. 

Eng. Wadi Younan, Head of Engineering Services. 

Eng. Mrs Hoda Zaki, General Manager of the Dyeing and Finishing 

Department. 

Chem. Miss Ida Bendary, Quality Control Chemist. 
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APP~IX 2 - (CONT'D) 

VISIT TO EL-NASR SPINNING a WF.AVING AN!> KNITTING CO. 

(CHOURBAGUI) CAIRO ON TUESDAY 22ND OCTOBER 1985 

SUMMARY 

An assessment has been made of the current facilities and 

without a large capital expenditure there does not appear 

to Le 111.1rh ~pportunity to increase the quality weft knit 

underwear operation. Th.e pattern wheel machines could be 

used more ~ccessfully to produce a range of ladies 

outerwear and dresswear. 

• 
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PERSONNEL 

A visit was made in the company of Chem Abdul Hamid Khaira11ah, 

Genera1 Manager of Dyeing and Finishing at the Textile Deve1opment 

Cent:-;? l;,, C~:nu:bagui, and discussions were held with the newly 

appointed Chain:ian Eng Salah El Attar and the Head of the 

Finishing and Knitting sector Chem Nour E1din Moustaffa. 

DISCUSSION 

The Chourbagui company current1y produces 8 mi1lion metres of 

fabric per yaar. The factory has its own weaving operation and 

a sma11 warp lalitting unit producing lingerie fabric. 

The weft knittL1g 1le"'lar~nent has a range of doub1e jersey 

machines including six Jacquard pattern wheel machines 

producing cotton underwear. These machines have come from 

Misr Maha11a. In addition ten of the body size machines are 

operational but these are ~0-40 years old. At the present time 

the company does not have the correct assortment of body size 

machines to produce the full range of garment size in any 

of the standard tubular finished qua1ities. The JO" diameter 

pattern wheel machines are currently being used to produce plain 

cotton interlock fabrics which are then cut and side seamed to 

:fill in the missing diameters. 

The Chairman is interested in producing plush velours and 

:filament textured fabrics for ladies outerwear as well as a 

range of high qua1ity underwear fabric. .An increase in 

production of Interlock, Jersey and Fine Ribs fron the current 

800 kg per day to 1,500 kg per day is also envisag~d. The 

dyeing and finishing works was set up to handle wov~n cotton 

:fabric and a small amount of woven polyester/cotton and the 

warp knitted synthetics of the jet dyeing machine winch dyers 

and stenter are very suitable :for finishinb the synthetics :fabrics. 

The Theis R95 jet dyeing machine would be suitable to bleach and 

dye the knitted cotton fabric, but the current tub1.llar finishing 

calender is very old and is in need of replacement. 
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The only drying facilities for i;ubular knit fabric are in 

the open air on the roof of the building. Since the appointment 

of the new chairman. his bleaching and finishing of tubular 

knitted fabrics has ceased and is currently being carried out 

on conunission at the Sogat factory of Tricona. The company 

has its own making up units and its o'WD. retail outlets for 

underwear and ladies outerwear. 

CONCLUSION 

Without a large amount of capital spending there does not 

appear ~o be much opportunity to increase the quality weft 

knit underwear operation. The pattf>:rn. wheel machines could 

be used more successfully to produce a range of ladies 

outerwuar and dresswear to be sold in their retail outlets 

this would involve little additional expense. 
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TECHNICAL REPORT 

ASSESMZNT OF PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES USED IN THE PRODUCTION 

OF KNITTED UNDERW"EA.R AT EL-NASR WOOl- AND SELECTED T.oCTILE lO. 

(STIA) ALEXANDRIA 

SUMMARY 

Tile dimensional changes that occur during the Standard Processing 

Routes of the two major fabric qualities are assessed. Tile 

findings indicate a number of areas where changes in methods 

hould lead to substantial.improvements in the performance 

of the final garments. 

Further trials were arranged to assess the processing of each 

of the body size dia~~ers and the correlation between bleached 

dimensions and calender width settings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A trial was instigated whereby batches of 20 gauge interlock 

fabric and 14 gauge 2 x 2 rib (Derby), produced from 1/JO 'cc 

carded yarn, were marked up in ~he greige state and then the 

fabric passed through the nonnal production procedure without 

any modifications being made to the standard conditions. 

The dimensional changes that occurred on each of the production 

steps was measured and the final fabric was then laundere_d in an 

automatic washing machine, initially for one wash at 6o0 c followed 

by flat drying and then for a f.'l.rther four washes. The laundering 

was unde:-taken at the Textile Development Centre make weight 

pieces beUig used to give a standard load size. 

During the follow up visit a further trial was arranged to assess the 

current dimensions of the fabric at the greige,b1eached, calendered, 

relaxed and washed stage of processing. An analysis was made of the 

20 gauge interlock and 14 gauge coarse rib (Derby) qualities, from 

each of the machine diameters, and measurements were made at every 

processing step and the percentage extension in calendered width 

over bleach width calculated. The results are ~ven in the 

accompanying tab1es. 

FINDINGS. 

The resu1ts of this first trial, on the attached table, quantified 

the dimensional changes that occurred on each processing step. 

The scouring and b1eaching of the fabric is carried out in five 

traditiona1 atmospheric winch dyeing machines, which allow the 

fabric to shrink as near as is possible to the £ul1y relaxed 

reference state. After scouring, the fabric goes through a two 

stage bleaching process comprising a pre-bleach in a cold solution 

of Sodium Hypochlorite followed by a boiling solution of Hydrogen 

Peroxide and op~ical brightening agent. The Hydrogen Peroxide 

bleaching system is currently being stabi1ised by Sodium Silicate, 

if this was replaced by an Organo Pho~phate stabiliser then the 

fabric would have a softer handle and the risk of sewing damage 

at make up would be substantially reduced. 
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The b1eached fabric is centrif"uged and then opened on a scutcher 

fitted with an interna1 stretcher. The tab1e of results indicates 

that the scutcher causes some 1ength tension but the extension 

should on1y be of a temporary nature. More care is obvious1y 

needed in setting the stretcher width as the inter1ock fabric was 

opened by 1~ above the gross width and this in itse1f cou1d 1ead 

to substantia1 bow distortion. 

The Textima drum driers are current1y a major cause of 1ength 

extension. This is probab1y due to the entry conveyor speed 

running s1ight1y s1ower than the speed of the drums. 

A:fter drying, the fabric is ca1endered to the specified width 

on one of two Weiss steam ca1enders. It was found that the 

ca1enders were being operated with the edge driving whee1s running 

at a s1ower speed (giving negative overfeed) than the main drive 

of the machine. The finished fabric is ro11ed at the top of 

the ca1ender to faci1itate its transportation to the gc.nnent 

making department. 

The batching of fabric en roi1s after ca1endering reduces the 

opportunity for fabric to re1ax, if the fabric was plaited at 

the ca1ender, f"urther re1axation wouJ.d occur. In pie<.:es where 

bow distortion was present plaiting wou1d a11ow the fabric to 

be ca1endered a second time in the reverse direction which would 

he1p to eliminate the distortion. 

Both of the qua1ities studied have been ca1endered to a wid~r 

width than the origina1 greige fabric. This finished width is 

specified by the making up department tc f·i t ~, with tha s:i.ze 

requirements of the fina1 ga:n.1ents. 

Whatever the increase in finished width over the ~-inch b1eached width, 

this additiona1 amount will be reflected in the dimensional stability 

of the final garment. J.n asoessment should be oade of the rat~oa 

of winch bleached to the finished width specificatior-s of fabric from 

the dif:f'ere-nt knitting machine diameterd. Excessive shrinkage could 

be avoided by en~uring good correlation between re:axed and £in:l.shed 

width for each machine dlarneter. 
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20 GAUGE INTERLOCY. ~RODUCED 14 CAUGE 2x2 RIBS (DERBY) 
FROM l/JO•scc CARDED YA.~ PROLUCED ~ROM 1/JOCC CARDED 

I YA&~. 

PROIJ"JCTION CUMULATIVE ~ CHA.1.'iGE ON C~1'1ULATIVE ~ CHA..i.'iGE ON 
STEPS ~ CHANGE EACH STEP ~ CHANGE EACH STEP 

LENGTH liIDrH LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH llIDTH LENGTII WIDTH 

GREIGE FABRIC 0 0 0 0 

WINCH BLEACHED -9.2" -1.9" -9.2" -1.9" -6.J" +10.1, -6.J" +10.1, 

CENTRIFUGE I 
+ scurCHER 

(WITH STRETCHER) -7.4" +10.4,& +1.8" +12.J~ -J.5" +12.2,C +2.8" +2.1~ 

TEXTIMA DRYER -6.°" -11.7,; +1.4" -22.1" -o.8,; -8.5" +2.7,; -20.7, 

WEISS CA LEND Eli -5.2" +2.5,& +0.8% +14.2~ +0.8" +24.5% +i.6~ +JJ.~ 

(WITH STRETCHER) 

AFTER 24HRS 

RELAXATION -5.8,& -0.4% -0.6% -2.9% -1.6% +20.°" -2.4" -4.5% 
. 

1 WASH CYCLE AT 

6o0 c + FLAT DRY -11.2" -J.6% -s.4% -3.2% -4.°'7 +2.2% -J.6" -17 .6, 
5 WASH CYCLES AT 

6o0 c + FLAT DRY -16.2% -4.~~ -s.0% -0.4% -8.2% +6.6% -4.2% +4.4~ 
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The f"orgoing tab1e indicates that if" each of" the qua1ities had 

been f"inished out at the f"abric dimensions achieved af"ter win.ch 

ble3.ching then the f"ina1 garmen··7 shrinkage would be well within 

the internationally accepted limits. 

Dimensiona1 Changes on Washing 

From calendered dimension to 
af"ter 5 wash cycles 

After 24 hrs relaxation to 
af"ter 5 wash cycles 

Notional perf"ormance compared 
with bleached dimension 

In.ter1ock 
Length Width 

-11.°" -6.5" 

-1.2" 

Derby 
Length Width 

-9.~ 

-6.6" -lJ.6~~ 

There is a need to instigate regul.ar dimensiona1 stability testing 

on the fabric. It is reconunended that an automatic washing machine 

and tumble drying machine be purchased in order to enab1e testing 

to be carried out to set specifications. 

FOLLOW UP VISITS 

During the second mission a step wise examination of" the processing 

was repeated to assess the changes that had occurred since the first 

evaluation. The Textima dryers were found to be an area for concern. 

Ideally the entry conveyor should run between 10 to 15% faster than 

tne drwn ~peed, theref"ore allowing the fabric to take up the maximum 

shrinkage on its passage around the perforated drums. 

Ex~nination ~f the dryers revealed that the overfeed wheels on the 

side o~ the machine were very stiff due to lack of use, a maintenance 

engineer was able to free them so that additional trials could be 

run w:f.th overf"eed applied. The overfeed made a substantial 

impr.ovemt:nt but due to wear on the sl? .. tted wooden input brattice 
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some fabric slipping could occur. As the height of the fabric 

in the wagon feeding the dryer reduced, the we~ght of fabric 

being lifted up onto· the brattice increased and this resulted 

in a su~stantia1 degree of slippage. The fitting of a roller 

in contact with the brattice at the point where the fabric first 

comes onto the entry of the dryer, as installed on the Fleissner 

dryer, would help to alleviate this problem and enable overfeed 

to be applied continuously to the fabric. 

The following table illustrate~ the dimensional changes that 

occurred on drying 20 gauge interlock when overfeed was applied. 

Dimensional Changes on Textima Pryer 

20 gauge interlock produced 

from 1/3o•s carded cotton 

Vith addition 
As Se~ Up 

of overfeed 

Machine Diameter 19" 20" 21" 22" 24" 20" 21" 

Extension of fabric +3·°" +5-7~ +4.J~ +1·°" +5-5~ -1.8~ -1.J~ 

The average of length extension produced on drying was 5.1~ in 

comparison with 1.5~ shrinkage that was produced after modification. 

This reduction of 6.7% in fabric length after drying will be effected 

in substantially better dimensional stability of the final garments. 

The addition of a roller on the entry and/or the replacement of 

worn wooden slats on the brattice would allow this improvement 

to be achieved consistently. 

An analysis was made of each knitting machine diameter of the 20 

gauge Interlock and 14 gauge 2 x 2 Rib (Derby) produced from 

1/JO cc carded cotton yarn. Measurements were taken in greige, 

bleached calendered and laundered conditions and the percentage 

increase of calender settings over bleached widths were calculated. 
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The enc1osed tab1e shows that there is very poor corre1ation 

between these figures £or the dif£erent diameters. The 1Jn to 

17• diameter fabrics are being £inished out at up to 55~ wider 

than the b1eached width. 

In exp1aining the effect of the excessive ca1ender widths set 

by the making-up department,it is important to understar..d that 

the on1y way that a fabric width can be increased in width, for 

a given structure and count of yarn, is to either increase the 

knitted 1oop 1ength or knit the fabric on a 1arger diameter 

machine. 

For any given knitting machine setting, the on1y way that excessive 

shrinkage can be avoided is by reducing the ca1ender width setting. 

The optimum wou1d be to increase the fabric width to between 

20 to 25~ above the bleached dimensions for P.ach diameter. 



1- - Knitting Gretge 
diameter width in 
in inches ems flat 

tube 

1 J" 28.1 
1 511 Jl.5 
1 (\11 )6, lt 

17" J7.4 
19 11 li6,8 
20 11 48.0 
21 11 50.0 
??II _._ 53,9 
24" 62,9 
27" 60.0 
28" 70.6 

20 GAUGE INTERLOCK PRODUCED FHOM 1/:JO's cc CARDED COTTON YARN 

Width after Current Width Width 
bleaching Calender after after 
and drying width 2lt hrs one wash 

settings relaxation . at '6o0 c 
+ flat dry 

2'•. 6 J7 27.9 26,9 
27.8 Li J J2.6 

. 
JO. 1 

29.7 li.5 36.3 JJ.8 
JJ.J li7 J6.4 J.5.J 
40.0 .5'J 4l1, 0 42.4 ' 

42.25 .5 .5 L14. 8 L14, 8 
4J.2 56 47.7 47,2 
44.7 60 .50. 'J l18. 4 
49,8 65 55.B 5,5.l1 

56.3 72 61.7 61.6 
57,7 75 6l1, 6 6!1, 1 

% Increase 
of Calender 
width over 
bleached 
width 

.5.5.4% 
,, •• 7% 

.51 • '" 
l11. 1% 

32. '" 
'JO. 2% 
29.8% 
3 L1, 3% 
JO, l1% 

27.9% 
30.2% 

~ 
~ 

w -



Knitting Greige 
diameter width in 
in inches ems flat 

imbe 

1611 25.0 
18 II 26.3 

20 11 31.4 

2211 35.1 

14 GAUGE 2 x 2 RIB· DERBY PRODUCED FROM 1/30cc CARDED YARN 

Width af'ter Current Width Width 
bleaching Calender after after 
and drying width 2t~ hrs one waBh 

settings relaxation at 6ooc 
+ flat dry 

23.2 35 22.6 23.9 

26.4 40 32.2 27. 4 

29.8 45 33.4 30.4 

33.9 47 38.9 34 • .3 

% Increase 
of calender 
width over 
bleach4'd 
width 

50.8% 

51.5% 

51.0% 

,38.6% 

·~ 
~ 

w 
N 
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APPENDIX 3 - (CONT'D) 

ASSESSMENT OF PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES USED IN THE 

PRODUCTION OF KNITIED UNDERWEAR AT EL-NASR CLOTHING Ai.'ID 

TEXTILES CO. (KABO) ALEXANDRIA 

SUMMARY 

T~ials were initiated using three of the major production 

qualities that had been assessed in the previous study two 

years ago. It was found that there had been a substantial 

improvement in dimensional stability over the intervening 

period. 

Further trials were arranged to assess the processing of 

each of the body size diameter and the correlation between 

bleached dimensions and calender w~dth settings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Trials were initiated using tliree of the major production 

qualities that had been assessed in the previous study two years 

ago. These included batches of both high and popular fabric 

qualities comprising: 

{1) 18 gauge Single Jersey Quality 6241J produced from 

7/60 'cc Combed and singed Yarn 

{2) 20 gauge Interlock produced from 1/JO •cc Carded Yarn 

{J) Fine Rib Quality 21814 produced from 1/JJ 'cc Combed Yarn 

Approximately 10 tons of fabric a day is bleached on the Jemco 

Continuous J-Box machine and a further 6 to 8 tons a day is 

bleached on atmospheric winches. The remaining 4 to 6 tons a 

day being dyed on Jet and Winch dyeing machines. 

The fabric was marked up in the greige state and then the 

fabric passed through the various production steps without any 

modificationg being made to the standard condition. 

The dimensional changes that occurred on each of the production 

steps was measured and the final fabric was then laundered in 

an automatic washing machine, initially for one wash at 6o
0
c 

followed by flat drying and then for a further four washes. 

The laundering was undertaken at the Textile Development Centre 

'make weight pieces being used to give a standard load size. 

FINDINGS 

The results of the trials on the enclosed tables, ~how once again 

that the processing route has a major effect on the final fabric 

dimensions. The Jemco continuous bleaching range is still causing 

~ubstantial length extension, this problem relates to the design 

philosophy of the machine rather than how it is operated. The 

drive roller after the saturator and counterflow washer runs 
I 
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faster than the padding bow1s and this is causing some fabric 

extension. The fabric_is very closely packed into the bleaching 

J-Box and this high density packing along with the very low 

liquor to goods ratio restricts the re1axation of the fabric. 

A check on the liquor pick up on the fabric entering the J-Box 

gave a pick up of 128%. 

These extension problems with the Jemco line has restricted its 

use to popu1ar qualities, but this in itself is 1imiting the 

full uti1ization 0£ the machine. The current practice of 

applying softener on atmospheric winches after Jemco bleaching 

allows the fabric some recovery. One of the main drawbacks of 

this method is that the fabric is split do'Wll. into individual 

pieces for loading onto the winch, wasting time and fabric by 

edge trimming and re-sewing. An alternative method of 1oading 

the winch with a continuous rope was suggested and after three 

successful trials, it was put into genera1 operation. 

As in the previous study the winch b1eached fabric is as close 

to the fu11y relaxed reference state as is possible and if the 

fabric was finished out at those dimensions a dimensionally 

stable fabric would be producedo 

After bleaching and softening the fabric was dewatered and dried 

by one of the three alternative routes available but in each 

case batches from each of the two bleaching methods were processed 

by the same drying routes. The Tri-pad extractor is still causing 

some length extension but this is being more than compensated for 

by the substantially improved performance of the four drum 

Fleissner dryer. 

Previously t:re Fleissner drier was causing a length extension of 

between 6 and 8%, currently the drier is now giving a length 

shrinkage of 2.5 to 4%. 
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Since the 1ast visit, a Pegg WhiT~1ey Super Express drying and 

finishing machine has been intr~ ·ed. The tria1s carried out 

using this machine show 1ength extensions on extraction and 

drying of up to 8~. There are a number of variab1es connected 

with input speed and drying speed in different compartments 

of the machine and a more comprehensive study of the machine 

shou1d be made in order to optimise running conditions to achieve 

the best resu1ts. 

Figures quoted in the tab1e showing dimensional changes on 

washing from ca1endering and re1axation to after a 5 wash cyc1e, 

were chosen from fabrics which have been processed by a standard 

route the only variab1e being the b1eaching conditions. with the 

inc1usion of softening on the winch the improvement in performance 

on the F1eissner drier resu1ts obtained after re1axation on fabric 

from the Jemco 1ine are just acceptab1e. Resu1ts obtained on the 

winch b1eached fabrics after re1axation are exce11ent. This is 

not the case before re1axation due to the ca1ender being run 

with the width setting too high, but as the fabric is p1aited 

from the ca1ender this a11ows it to re1ax prior to cutting for 

garment ma.king up. 

As a standard procedure fabric qua1ities which are prone to bow 

distortion are run twice on the cal.ender, once in each direction 

to he1p r~~uce the distortion. Overa11 there has been a marked 

improvement in the fabric performance on the previous study 

two years ago. 

The ca1en~ered fabric is now being p1aited and two passes through 

the ca1ender are now standard for a11 but the popular qua1ities. 

For the second pass a reduced stretcher width is used which, again 

he1ps to reduce the distortion. 

The fine rib qua1ity is a very robust structure and this study 

indicates that acceptab1e dimensiona1 stabi1ity can be achieved 

even when the fabric has been b1eached on the Jemco 1ine. A 

recommendation was made that further tria1s shou1d be carried 

out with this fabric so that this qua1ity can be moved onto the 

Jemco range and so overcome the production inba1ance. 
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FINE RIB QUALITY 21814 PRODUCED FROM 1/JJ'CC CARDED YARi.~ 

PRODUCTION 17" DIAMETER 18" DIAMETER 

STEPS CUMULATIVE CUMll"'LATIVE CUMULATIVE ClDIULATIVE 
7a SHRINKAGE ~~ SHRINKAGE ~ SHRINKAGE ~·~ SHRINKAGE 
LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH VIDI'H LENGTH WIDI'H 

JEMCO BLEACHED +1.2" -20.2, -0.8% -11.5,; 

JEMCO BLEACHED 
+ WINCH SOFTENED -0.8~ -20.6" -2.6" -15.2" 

WINCH BLEACHED -J.8% -21. 7, +0.8,& -22.6% 

TRI-PAD EXTRACTION 
(WITH STRETCHER) 

CENTRIFUGE AND 
SCUTCHER WITH 
&'TRETCHER -2.8% -17.J% +0.2% -2J.8'7 

PLEISSNER DRY -2.4% -18.J" -4.2% -1J.8% -J.6" -25. 7, -5.6% -24.4% 

PEGG WHITELY 
EXTRACTOR 
+ DRYER 

HELIOT CALENDER 
(WITH STRETCHER) 0 -9 •. 9% -0.8% -1.2ra -0.4% -12.7% -0.2% -11.6% 

AFTER 48 HRS 
RELAXATION -0.4" -20.2" -1.°" -17.5" 2.Q% -2). 5" -1.2% -2J.8% 

1 WASH CYCLE AT 
6ooc + FLAT DRY -5.8% -19.6% -6.6% -17.3% -6. 4r.; -22.5% -6.2% -21.6% 

5 WASH CYCLES AT 
6ooc + FLAT DRY -1.6" -20.4% -9.2% -16.6~0 -6.6% -2J.Q% -9.4% -20.8% 
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18 GAUGE SINGLE JERSEY QUALITY N0.6241J PRODt;CED FRO~t 2/6o•cc 
GO~ffiED AN"D SINGED YARN 

PRODUCTION 19" DL\.."IETER 20" DL\.."IETER 

STEPS CUMULATIVE ClJ)fUL.A TI\'E ClJ')[l;"L\.TIVE CtJMUL\TIVE 
~~ SHRTh'lCAGE ;~ SHRINKAGE ;c SHRTh"KAGE ~ SHR:rnKAGE 

LENGTH WIDl'H LENGTH WIDl'H LEYGTH WIDTH LENGTH WID!'H 

JEMCO BLEACHED +11.2" -27.J~ +1J.8fo -28.7~ 

JEMCO BLEACHED 
+ WINCH SOFTENED +8.2% -25.~ +12.2fo -27.44:& 

WINCH BLEACHED -1.~ -24.°" +0.24f& -2"'·~-

TRI-PAD EX'l'RACTION 
(WITH STRETCHER) 

CENTRIFUGE AND 
SCUTCHER WITH 
STRETCHER +1J.2% -28.5,& +2.°" -26.1% 

:'LEISSNER DI\.:. +10.2% -28.9~ -0.2;, -27.4% 

PEGG WHITELY 
EX'l'RACTOR 
+ DRYER +16.6" ~2).~ +4.8% -17 .5;, 

HELIOT CALENDER · 
(WITH STRETCHER) +'f J.°" -15.5% +12.~ -18.8% +J. 6~& -1J. 7~ +2.8% -18.4% 

AFTER 48 HRS 
REI.AXA. TI ON +11.~ -24.8~~ +11.Q% -24.7% +J.O~& -22.J~ +2.4;, -26.9~ 

1 WASH CYCLE AT 
6o0 c + FLAT DRY .. 3. 4% -24.5~ +6.2% -25.~ +1. 2~~ -21.9~ +1.8% -26.1% 

5 WASH CYCLES AT 
6o0 c + FLAT DRY +J.8% -24.7~;, +7.2fo -27.2~~ -o. 2~0 -22.6% +2.8% -26.6% 
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20 GAUGE INTERLOCK PRODUCED FROM 1/J0 1 CC CARDED YARN 

PRODUCTION 
STEPS 

JEMCO 

JEMCO BLEACHED 
+ VINCH SOFTENED 

WINCH BLEACHED 

TRI-PAD EXTRACTION 
(WITH STRETCHER) 

CENTRIFUGE AND 
SCUTCHER WITH 
S'l:RETCHER 

FLEISSNER DRY 

PEGG WHITELY 
EXTRACTOR 
+ DRYER 

HELIOT CALENDER 
(WITH STRETCHER) 

AFTER 48 HRS 
RELAXATION 

1 WASH CYCL~ AT 
6o0 c + FLAT DRY 

5 WASH CYCLES AT 
6o0 c + FLAT DRY 

5 WASH CYCLES AT 
6ooc + FLAT DRY 

2 1 " DI.A.'\IETER 
CUMULATIVE 
~~ SHRINKAGE 

19" DI.A.'\IETER 
CUMUUTIVE 
'.~ SHRDK.\GE 

17" DIAMETER 
ClJ"}(ULATIVE 
~~ SHRL'\'JU.GE 

20" DL.U.IETER 
CUMULATIVE 
:c. SHRD"'KAGE 

LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH liIDTH LENGTH W"ID.d LENGTH liIDTH 

+3.2" -18.1~ -21.J~ 

+8.Sfo -18.8~~ +14.4" -22.2,& 

+3.4% -26. ,~, 

-4.8% -21.2fo -J.2% 

-21.2fo -J.2~ 

I 

-6.()% -16. 4~&l -o. s~~ -22.0~& -6. 2c;& 
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A meeting was arranged with Mr ~bd Kadar Abd Sal.em and several. 

o:f his senior rnana~ers and the results and :findings o:f the 

trial.s were discussed. The ~utstanding problem is s~ill the 

per:formance of the Jemco bleaching machine. 

During a businass trip to North Carolina a visit was made t~ 

~acumin the manufacturers o:f the Jemco bleaching range. 

Discussions were held c~ncerning the problem o:f ~abric 

extension associated with the running or t~r Jemco r'3.D.ge. 

The Jacumin comp.:JD.y arrangJd for the Jem~o ranF,e at Ca..1 olina 

Mills to be seen and it was :found that their Jemco was not 

being operated any differently :from Kabo's and they were 

getting similar results. The only solution that Jemco could 

suggest was that the wash boxes a:fter the J. Box be replaced 

with a more relaxed jet washing range which woulrl allow :fabric 

relaxation to occur. 

In the short term the method of using a winch to relax and 

soften the bleached :fabric is satisfactory but in the long term 

it is suggested that the wash boxes be replaced with a relaxed 

washing range. Jemco themselves can supply a machine which 

could ce :fitted after the J.Box, or competitive manufacturers 

such as Bruckner and Goller, West Germany or M.c~s. of Italy 

could supply suitable machinery. 

Further correlation trials 

An analysis was made of each knitting machine diameter o:f the 

20 gauge interlock produced :from 1/30 •cc carded yarn and 1 x 1 

:fine rib produced from 1/JJ 1 5 combed cotton. Measurements were 

taken in greige, bleached, calende~ed and laundered conditions 

and the percentage increase of calender settings over bleached 

widths calculated. The tables show good correlation for all the 

knitting diameters o:f 1 x 1 f:f.ne rib, with a low percentage of 

overall extension above the bleached dimension of 15-20%. The 

:fabrics show excellent dimensional stability. 
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The resu1ts obtained f'or the 20-gauge interlock show higher 

ti1an expected results for the narrow width fabrics with an 

increase of JJ-38~ over bleached width. The 18" diameter shows 

an increase of J~. It would be preferable to have an increase 

in calender width over bleached width of' 20-25% across the size 

range. These results are substantia11y better than any achieved 

by oth~rproducers of laritted fabric in the public sector. 



1 x 1 FINE RIB PRODUCED FROM 1/33cc COMBED COTTON YARN 

Knitting Ga.~eige Width af'ter Current Width Width 
diameter width in bleaching Calender after after 
in inches ems 1'lat and drying width 24 hrs one wash 

tube settings relaxation at 6o0 c 
+ flat dry 

1511 J;J. 5 32.a 38 36.7 33.0 
16 11 1.1. 0 35.0 40 3a.2 35.7 
17" lt6. 2 J5.6 43 l• 1 • 1 36.a 
1811 lt8. J :.i~.o 45 43,7 39.4 
19" 51 .. 8 41. 1 48 '• .5. 0 '• 1 • .5 
2011 53,5 "4.5 ,50 '•7 .o 4.5. 0 

% Increase 
of calender 
width over 
bleached 
width 

16.0% 
14. 3% 
20.1% 
1.5.4% 
16,8% 
12.4% 

~ 

1:
N 



20 GAUGE XNTERLOCK PRODUCED FROM 1/3o•s 00 CARDED COTTON YARN 

Knitting Greige Width after Current Width Width 
diamett:r width in bleaching Calender after after 
i.n i.nches ems :flat and drying width 24 hrs one wash 

tube settings relaxation at 6o0 c 
+ flat dry 

1 l1" J6.8 J0.1 40 38.1 33.3 
15" JB.5 J1.8 43 39.5 34.3 
16 11 113. 0 JJ • '' 46 J3 .11 3 .5. 8 
17" 45.0 35. 7 116 112. 1 37 .11 
18" 1,4. 5 37. 7 1,9 116. 4 41.2 
19" l19. 0 38. 5 50 l16. 6 42.9 
22 11 53.7 44.o 58 56.4 49.2 
24 11 50.0 50.5 64 59.,5 54.7 
JO" 82.0 61.7 80 74.1 67.3 

% Increase 
of calender 
width over 
bleached 
width 

32.9% 
3.5. 2% 
37.7% 
28.8% 
30. 0% 
29.9% 
.'.31. 8% 
26.7% 
29.7% 

~ 

1:..... 
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APPENDIX 3 - (CONT'D) 

ASSESSMENT OF THE PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES USED IN 1J1E 

PRODUCTION OF KNITIED UNDERWEAR AT THF. CAIRO CLOTHING 

AND HOSIERY CO. (TRICONA) 

SUMMARY 

ni.e dimensional changes that occur during the Standard 

Processing Routes at the tvo finishing mills vitl.in Tricona 

vere assessed using the four major fabric qualities being 

produced. Tile findings indicate a number of areas in each 

of the mills where substantial improvements could be made 

in the performance of the final fabric. 

During the second visit a reassessment was made of processing 

routes at Sogat, improvements in production and testing pro

cedures vere observed and recommendations were made for 

further modifications to processing. 
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L'ITRODUCTION 

Trials were instigated and four of the principal fabric 

qualities in production were taken in the greige state and 

marked up before processing at both the Sogat and Vadi El Nil 

factories. The fabrics used were: 

1. 20 gauge interlock produced from 1/JO cc carded 

yarn 15" and 19" diameter. 

2. 28 gauge interlock produced from 1/60 cc combed 

yarn JO" diameter. 

J. 14 gauge 2 x 2 rib (Derby) produced from 1/JO cc carded 

yarn 16" x 20" diameter. 

4. 28 gauge single jersey produced from 1/60 cc combed 

yarn. 

Pieces of each quality were run through the standard production 

procedures of each of the two mills and dimensional changes 

occurring at each processing stage determined. The final fabrics 

were then lawidered in an automatic washing machine, initially 

for nne wash at 6o0 c followed by flat drying and then for a 

further four washes. The laundering was undertaken at the 

Textile Development Centre and make weight pieces were used to 

give a standard load size. 

During the second visit further trials were arranged on two 

of the principal fabric qualities: 

1. 20 gauge interlock 19" diameter, produced from 1/JO's cc 

carded yarns. 

2. 24 gauge single jersey 18" diameter, produced from 1/JO's 

cc carded yarns. 
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As in the previous trial dimensional changes were measured 

at each processing stage. The final fabrics were 1aundered 

in the newly instal1ed automatic washing machine. Further 

washing trials were carried out in the 1aboratories at the 

Texti1e Deve1opment Centre. A comparison was made of 

washed fabric dried f1at and tumb1e dried at the T.D.C. 

In view of the probabi1ity of ceasing production at Wade E1 

Ni1 the chairman requested that al1 avai1ab1e time should 

be spent assessing the Sogat factory. 

FINDINGS. 

Compared with the re1axed state reference fabrics the Jemco 

range at Sogat extended each quality of fabric with one 

exception, by about 15~~' the exception being the sing1e 

jersey fabric which showed a massive 37~ exten~ion during 

this processing. ::'urther extension is being caused at 

Sogat by the Tri-pad extractor, investigation revea1ed 

that the edge driving system was running at different 

speeds from side to side of the fabric, this created 

considerab1e weft distortion. It was a1so observed that 

the Tube-tex drier had no obvious indication of the degree 

of overfeed that was being achieved, the speed indicator 

was a1so inoperative. 

After drying, the fabric goes to the Heliot calenders, two 

of which were found to be consistently running at negative 

overfeed and on investigation it was found that it was 

impossib1e to apply overfeed due to mechanical defects. It 

was not possible t~ plait the fabric after calendering as 

the Brattise conveying system was damaged. 
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As has already been mentioned the Tri-pad mangling and 

softening machine was giving substantially different 

overfeed from side to side, the Tri-pad also had two 

damaged bowls, one being so badly damaged that it was 

unable to give a level squeeze. No replacement bowls were 

available and in order to keep the machine in operation a 

lower squeeze pressure was being used which resulted in 

a high wet pick up and reduced efficiency of subsequent 

drying. 

The Jemco continuous bleaching range at Sogat is being run 

on 12 hour days due to insufficient work to run for 24 hours. 

The machine is loaded in the early evening and cooled down 

with a substantial amount of fabric in the machin~, this 

entails a lot of fabric being left overnight in the cold 

bleaching liquor before being reheated the following morning. 

Although this is recommended by the manufacturer, if iron 

conta~inated knitting oil is present in the fabric this long 

contact with hydrogen peroxide could result in tendering 

of the fabric as was sho'WD. in the single jersey fabric. 

It was found that the single jersey fabric had a substantial 

number of holes after bleaching, chemical tests on the fabric 

around the holes indicated the presence of iron, which wouli 

have been a contaminant of the knitting oil. The long storage 

time in hydrogen peroxide in the Jemco continuous bleaching 

range resulted in the formation of oxycellulose and tendering 

of the fabric causing the holes. 
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At this stage a meeting was held with the Chainnan Mr Gamal 

El Manadily, Eng. Mohammed Ezzeldin Awad, Eng. Wadie Younan 

and Eng. Hoda Zaki and concern was expressed about the 

proposed move of the bleaching production to the Sogat mill, 

in view of the current poor relaxation perfo:nnance of the 

Jemco continuous bleaching range. Another major concern 

was the level of maintenance within the Sogat factory 

and a list of machinery that required urgent attention was 

produced. 

The basic problem at Sogat apart from maintenance is that 

the Jemco range is causing substantial extension of f·abric 

in the width and none of the subsequent processes are currently 

reducing this extension. 

Wadi El Nil 

The bleaching which is carried out on atmospheric winches 

consists of' a pre- bleach in cold sodium hypochlorite followed 

by bleaching in a boiling solution of hydrogen peroxide, and 

optical bleaching agent. After winch bleaching the fabric is 

as close to the fully relaxed state as is possible. 

The single jersey fabric, extended some 25~ during winch bleaching 

and clearly the current knitted structure of' this fabric requires 

considerable modification to ensure improvements in performance. 

After bleaching the fabric is manually loaded into hydro 

extractors and then run through a scutcher with an internal 

width stretcher. Tubular fabric dryi~g is carried out on a 

Fleissner four drwn drier af'ter which the f'abric is calendered 

onto rolls on one of the two Heliot calenders. On the drier 

the entry conveyor speed and the suction drum running speed are 

indicated by speed controls, unf'ortunately neither of these 

control devices was working. 
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On average the Fleissner drier extended the length of the fabric 

between 7 and 9~. It is expected that a correctly maintained 

drier would al.low the fabric to shrink in length between 

J and 6~. The batching of fabric on rolls after cal.endering 

reduces the opportunity for the fabric to relax, if the fabric 

was plaited at the cal.ender further relaxation would occur. 

Without any major changes in equipment in the Wadi El Nil mill it 

should be capable with improved maintenance and control of running 

conditions to greatly reduce the shrinkage of the final. fabrics. 

The enclosed table shows the shrinkage values obtained at each stage 

of processing and indicates the differences found at the two mills. 

The shrinkage val.ues obtained after a 5 wash cycle illustrate the 

fact that extension which occurs in a hot aqueous condition as 

in the Jemco bleaching range at Sogat permanently changes the 

overall dimensions of the fabric. The extension experienced 

at Wadi El Nil occurs during dry processing anrl on subsequent 

washing the fabrics returns as near as possible to the relaxed 

winch shrinkage dimensions. 

The table of cimensional. changes to washing shows the high shrinkage 

val.ues obtained at both of the mills. None of the fabrics meet 

acceptable length shrinkage values with only two fabrics giving 

acceptable shrinkage val.ues in the width, these beinE. -!;he 19" 

and JO" diameter interlock processed at Wadi El Nil. 

The width setting on the calender is set by the making up deparment 

and it is apparent that some of these widths are unrealistic. In 

the enclosed table a small range of greige and finished fabrics from 

different machine diameters were compared. It can be seen that the 

18" diameter interlock is being finished out 10% wider than the 

other interlock diameters. The 2 x 2 rib is being finished at a 

width way above the greige width, this width increase is only 

temporary and will be reflected in the poor performance of the 

finished fabric. 
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TRI CO NA 

14 GAUGE 2X2 RIB (DERBY) 28 GAUGE SINGLE JERSEY 
PRODUCED FROM 1/JO'CC CARDED PRODUCED FROM 1/6o•cc COMBED 

YARN YARN 

16" DIA..'(ETER 20" DLU'(ETER 15" DIAMETER lJ" DIAMETER 
SOGAT MILL WADI £Li."'ITLE MILL SOGAT MILL WADI EL'ULE MlIL 

PRODUCTION CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE 
STEPS ~ SHRINKAGE ~ SHRINKAGE ~ SHRINKAGE " SHRINKAGE 

LENGTH liIMH LENGTH liD7l'H LF.NGTH WIDl'H LENGTH WIDTH 

JEMCO BLEACHING +7.6% -6.~ +J7.4~ -J0.5~ 

WINCH BLEACHING -7 .s~~ -11.9~ +24.8% -29.~ 

TRI-PAD EXTRACTION 

(WITH STRETCHER) +16.4,& +0.4~ +4J.~ -J1.9c:' 

CENTRIFUGE AND 

SCUTCHER WITH 

STRETCHER -6.~ -10.8~ +22.J~ -31. 3~~ 

FLEISSNER DRY +1.8% -16.6% +35.6~ -35.2~ 

TUBE-TEX DRYER +16.6% -6.Q% +43.8% -34.2~ 

HELIOT CALENDER 

{WITH STRETCHER) +12.4% +24.5~& +0.9~ +9.1~ +J6.2% -20.9ro +26.~% -?9.7,, 

AFTER 48 HRS 

RELAXATION +14.2~& +12.4~;, +O. 7~& +7.1~ +J6. 4~& -21. 5% +26.2':& -21.9~0 

1 WASH CYCLE AT 

6o0 c + FLAT DRY -2.4~& +1. 6~& -11.8,, -8.1~ +lJ.6~' -28.~ +11.4~ -Jl.5% 

5 WASH CYCLES AT 

6o0 c + FLAT DRY -4.6% +2.4% -11.8''o -6.2~ +lJ.4" -25.9~ +16.2% -31.~ 



TRI CO NA 

PRODUCTION 
STEPS 

JEMCO BLEACHED 

WINCH BLEACHED 

TRI-PAD EXTRACTION 

- H -

20 G.A.UGE DITERLOCK PRODUCED 
FROM 1/J0 1 CC CARDED YARN 

15" DIAMETER 
SOGAT MILL 
CUMULATIVE 
c:' SHRINKAGE 

19 n DL.\METER 
WADI EL'ULE MILL 
CUMULATIVE 
~ SHRINKAGE 

LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH WIIYl'H 

-4.4~ 

(WITH STRETCHER) + 12. 2,; -1 J. 7~~ 

CENTRIFUGE AND 
SCUTCHER WITH 
STRETCHER 

FLEISSNER DRY 

TUBE-TEX DRYER 

HELIOT CAL.ENI>Eh 
(WITH STRETCHER) 

AFTER 48 HRS 
RELAXATION 

1 WASH CYCLE AT 
6o0 c + FLAT DRY 

5 WASH CYCLES AT 
6ooc + FLAT DRY 

+6.J% -17.0% 

+ lJ. 8" -20. 1~ 

+O.J% 

-0-.4% 

28 GAUGE DITERLOCK PRODUCED 
FROM 1/60 1 CC COMBED YARN 

JO" DIAMETER 
SOGAT MILL 
CUMULATIVE 
~ SHRINKAGE 

JO" DI&"IETER 
WADI EL'ITLE MCll. 
CUMULA.T::YE 
~ SHRDIKAGE 

LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH Wil1l'H 

-4.6" 

+20.2" -11.1r~ 

-9.2~~ 

+18.4% +1.6" +J.5% -8. 5~~ 



DIMENSIONAL CHANGES ON WASHING 

14 Gau~e 2 x 2 Rib (Derby) 

16 11 diameter 2011 diameter 
Sogat Mill Wadi Elnile Mill 

I,ength Width Length Width 

Jo'rom calender 
dimeusions to u1'ter 
6 wash cycl<'s -17.~ -22. ," -12.7% -15. 3~' 

Af'ter 118 h1·s relaxation 
to at'ter S wnsh cycles -H~.8% -10.~ -12. "°'' -13.3% 

20 Gau~e Interlock 

1511 diwneter 19 11 diamettir 
Sogut Mill Wadi Elnile Mill 

LonG·th Width Ltmgth Wi.dth 

1''rom calender 
dimensions to at'ter 
S wash c~·cles -12. o~~ -lJ.7% _, J,. l1?~ -2.6% 
At'ter 48 hrs relaxation 
to ai'ter S wash cycles -11. 11$0 -9.J% -11. 9% -1.9% 

28 Gaus;e Sint~le Jerse~ 

15 11 diameter 1 J" diametor 
Sogat Mill Wadi Elnile Mill 

Length Width Luugth Width 

-20.8% -5.0% -10. 8~' -11.:n' 

-23.C% -l•. L1% -1 O, O~o -9. 1 ?' 

28 Gau~e Inturlock 

JO"' diameter 3011 diw111, ter 
Sogat Mill Wadi 1nnilu Mill 

Length Width Lung th Width 

-13.8% -12. 9?' -16. '.Y;~ -:! • 8~~ 

-1'•·1% -10.11~~ -111. G~~ 

I 
-'.3. J$~ 

~ 
H 
(") 
0 

~ 

V1 
I~ 
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An assessment should be made of the ratios of bleached dimensions 

to the finished specification fabric from each different knitting 

machine diameter. Excessive width shrinkage could be avoided by 

ensuring good correlation between relaxed and finished widths 

for each machine diameter. 

Tricona exercise no quality control of finished fabric and are 

therefore currently unaware of the shrinkage potential of the 

garments they produce. There is a need to instigate regular 

dimensional stability testing on the fabric and it is recommended 

that an automatic washing machine and tumble drier be purchased 

to enable testing to be carried out to set specifications. 

A meeting was held with the Chairman. Mr Gamal El Man.adily and a 

number of his senior managers at which the findings of this study 

and the recommendation~ were discussed at length. Concern was 

expressed on the handling of fabric. The greige fabric is stored 

on the bare earth and finished fabric is transpo~ted unwrapped 

on open wagons. The Chairman made the request that more time 

should be spent at the Tricona company during my follow-up 

visit to Egypt. 

Follow up trials and Assessment 

With the assistance of CHEM ABDUL HAMID KHAIRALLAH a regular 

routine testing facility had be~n set up and CHEM IDA BEND.ARY had 

been given reponsibility for quality control. The possibility 

of closing production at Wadi El Nil was being discussed and it 

is intended that two atmosphericwinch dyeing and one jet dyeing 

machines are to be transferred to the Sogat Mill. There was a 

substantial improvement in the overall cleanliness and tidiness 

at the Sogat factory. Improvements had been instigated in the 

running of the Jemco bleaching range and defects on the Tri-pad 

had been rectified. There was an overall impression of a desire 

to improve the general running of the factory. 

Daily chemical testing was being carried out to determine the 

strengths of hydrogen peroxide and sodium hydroxide in bleach 

baths and to measure the pH of the bleach bath. 
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A check was being made forthe presence of ferric ions (F?+}since 

tests had sho'WJ1 ferric ions to be present at above the normal level 

in water. Iron contamination had been confirmed in greige fabric 

and Tricona had taken up the reconunendation not to leave fabric in 

the Jemco bleaching range overnight. 

There is a need to formalise the quality testing of made up garments. 

Checks should be made on garment sizing and the number of fabric 

faults as well as the standard physic~ testing. A tumble drier 

should be installed to enable maximum fabric shrinkage to be 

determined. 

Unfortunately Miss Ida Bendary is due to leave the company to take 

up another appointment. 'Whoever takes the responsibility for 

quality control should have the required authority to ensure that 

improvements can be made. They should not report to a production 

manager. It is preferred that the quality controller reports directly to 

the Chairman or to the Commercial Director rather than someone 

who has little responsibility. 

In view of the quality problems it would be beneficial to take 

some of the oldest laritting machines out of production. 

The Jemco range is being used primarily for popular qualities and 

the recommendation was made to reduce the extension caused by the 

Jemco by subsequent softening on a continuous rope on atmospheric 

winches. Two of the winches from the Wadi El Nil mill should be 

transferred to s~gat and take off reels should be fitted to increase 

productivity and reduce labour costs. 

Since the last visit to Tricona discussions have been held with 

JACUMIN Engineering of North Carolina, Manufacturers of the Jemco 

range, to exami~e the problem with them. It is apparant that there 

is no easy solution, the main fabric extension occurs in the wash 

boxes following the J. Box and the only permanent solution would 

be to remcve these wash boxes and replace them with a relaxed 

rope system such as the Bruckner Colorado. 
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It was observed that fabric was still being calendered on to 

rolls for transporting to making up units. Calendering on to 

rolls increases the risk of bow distortion and inhibits fabric 

relaxation. It is strongly recommended that all fabric should 

be plaited after calendering. The current steam calenders are 

capable of plaiting the fabric, but on each calender the fabric 

support brattice needs replacing. The plaited fabric will need 

to be covered so that it can be received in the making up unit 

without excess soiling. 

Further trials 

Further trials were carried out on two of the principal fabric 

qualities. 

1) 20 gauge interlock produced from 1/J0 1 s cc carded 

yarn 19" diameter. 

2) 24 gauge single jersey produced from 1/J0 1 s cc carded 

yarn 18" in diameter. 

The single jersey fabric which had been softened and extracted 

on the tri-pad was the first sample to be dried and the measure

ments made directly after drying clearly indicated that the 

TUBETEX drier was still causing substantial length extension. 

Therefore no further trials were attempted until the source of 

this extension was located. Af'ter removal of the casing of the 

machine drive it was found that the belt on the variable speed 

entry was incorrectly threaded and it was therefore impossible 

for the overfeeding device to work. After modification the 

second sample of single jersey showed a 2. 6~{, shrinkage on drying 

compared with the 7.8% extension of the first sample. 



TR:::CONA 

SOGAT ml.L 

PRODUCTION 
SLIPS 

JEMCO 
BLEACHED 

+ WL."iCH 
SOFTENED Al 
CENTRIFUGE 

ND 
D 

TRI-PAD 
EXTRACTION 
WITH STRET 'CHEF 

tYEF TUBE-TEX DR 

TH 
HELIOT 
CALENDER WI 
STRETcHER 

AFTER 24 H 
RELAXATION 

OURl: 

1 WASH CYC 
AT 6ooc + 
FLAT DRY 

LE 

LE 1 WASH CYC 
AT 6o0 c + 
TUMBLE DRY 

I I I 

I 
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24 Gauge Sing1e Jersey 
produced from 1/J0 1 s 

carded yarn t8" diamet:er 

~ CUMULATIVE SHRL'\AAGE 

1ength 1.d.dth 
r 

1ength width 

+16.6~ -19-~ + 15. 4~o -21.2~~ 

+10.8~ -18.8~ 

+19.8~ -20.9~ 

+27.6~~ -26. t~ + 8. 2~~ -20.6"' 

+22.4~ -15.5% +t0.6~~ -tJ.6~ 

+t9.s;; -17 .Zf. + 9. 4~~ -14.J;~ 

+ 8.~ -19.4~ + 4.8~ -16.6~ 

+ o.4~ -20.2% - 2.0~ -18.0~ 

20 Gauge Inter1ock 
produced from t/JO's 

carded yarn 19" diamet:er 

~: CUMULATIVE SHRL't'K.\GE 

1ength width 1engt:h width 

+12.4~ -21.~ +lt.4~ -19.8~ 

+ 8.6~ -11.2, 

+1J.Ofo -19.2~ 

+12.2~ -22.4~ + 9.0 -20.7~; 

+ 6.2~ - o. 5:0 + 4 ?e' • -;a - J.s,· 

+ 6. 6~~ - 6.2~ T J.6 - 1.s; 

- 6.2~ -11.8~ - 7 .8~;, -1 t .8~ 
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A comparison was made of the amount of extension 'Which occurred 

in fabric 'Which had been 

a) Jemco b1eached on1y 

b) Jemco bleached fo11owed by winch softening and re1a..~ing. 

Measurements showed that the fabric re1axed 5~ on winch 

softening. The Jemco b1eached on1y fabric extended even 

further on drying. When the TUBETEX dryer was adjusted 

a 1°" reduction in 1ength was measured. 

24 gauge sing1e jersey 

Dimensiona1 changes Jerr:co B1each . Jemco B1each, winch 
from the ca1endered Pr.,cess. re1axed and softened 
condition to. TUBETEX dried with 

1 

1 

overfeed. 

1ength width 1ength width 

-
wash + f1at dry I - 1 1 .. 0~ + 4.J~ - 5.8~ - J.o,; 

wash + tumb1e dry - 22.~ - 5.1% - 1J.4% - 4.4% 

Large differences were a1so found on comparing the dimensiona1 

changes from ca1endered width to washed and dried f1at and washed 

and tumb1e dried. The winch re1axed fabric shrank lJ.4~~ on tumb1e 

drying compared with Jemco bleached only which shrank 22~~. 

The figures obtained for tumble drying show what the maximum 

shrinkage of the fabric would be after a number of conventional 

washes. 
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An analysis was made of each knitting diameter of the 20 gauge 

inter1ock fabric produced from 1/J0 1 s carded cotton yarn, the 

percentage extension in calendere~ width over bleached width was 

calculated. The enclosed table shows that there is stil1 1itt1e 

corre1ation between calender settings and the b1eached width 

particularly in the narr~wer diameter fabrics. The 14" to 17" 

dianeter fabrics are being finished out at up to 49~ wider than 

the b1eached width. Whatever the increase in finished width 

over b1eached width, this amount wi11 be reflected in the 

dimensional stability of the final garments. Excessive shrinkage 

can be avoided by reducing the calender width setting to between 

20 to JS~ above the bleached dimentions for each knitting machine 

diameter. 

Attention to detail in relaxing the fabric after the Jemco bleach 

and ensuring that the TlIBE-TEXdrier and steam calenders are correct1y 

adjusted makes the difference between final garments that would 

lead to customer satisfaction and garments that wou1d ensure that 

the customer did not buy Tr~cona brand again. 



Knitting Greige 
diameter width in 
in inches ems f'lat 

tube 

1411 J6.6 
1511 J8.o 
1611 42.0 
17" 42.8 
1811 44.5 
19 11 49.8 
20 11 52.0 
22 11 54~5 

24 11 61. 0 

20 GAUGE INTERLOCK PRODUCED l•'ROM 1 /30' s cc CARDED COTTON YARN 

Width af'ter Current Width Width 
bleaching Calender af'ter af'ter 
and drying width 24 hrs one wash 

settings relaxa t:i.on at 6o0 c 
+ :flat dry 

28.J 40 

29.6 42 
I 

Jl.9 46 
I 

J9.8 :37. 2 
JJ.5 50 41. 0 J9.5 

' ' 
J8.o 52 45.1 42.0 
J9.6 55 

I 46.2 44.9 ' 
42.5 55 51. 0 47.5 
45.0 60 

51.5 66 

% Increase 
of' calender 
width over 
bleached 
width 

42.0% 
4J.8% 
44.2% 
l•9. 2% 
J6.8% 
J8.8% 
29.4% 
3.3. J~~ 
28. 1% 

~ 
H 
('j 
0 

~ 

V1 

'° 
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PLANNING REPORT 

PLANNING REPORT FOR THE MODERNISATION OF THE KNITTEL 

UNDERWF.AR PRODUCTION AT EL-NASR WOOL AND SELECTED 

TEXTILE CO. (STIA) ALEXANDRIA 

SUMMARY 

An assessment has been made of the current floor area 

available within the knitted fabric, bleaching, dyeing and 

finishing department at STIA. 

Two prospective layouts have been produced incorporating 

recentlf developed machinery which will increase productivity 

and fabric quality. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

The we:ft knitted production o:f the Stia company comprises 

cotton underwear, woo1 outerwear and ha1:f hose. The cotton 

portion o:f this production is up to 15 tons per week {7000 dozen 

garments} and emp1oys about 350 peop1e in the knitting, :finishing 

and garment making departments. Over 9°" o:f this production is 

underwear :for home trade customers, the remainder is dyed and 

made up into •T• shirts and outerwear. 

The Chairman proposed to modernise the who1e we:ft knitted 

operation, with the insta11ation o:f new knitting machines and 

to re-equip the dyeing and :finishing departments. The aim is 

that productivity cou1d be increased to JOOO Kg per ~6 hour 

vorking day without an increase in the number o:f peop1e emp1oyed. 

2. FINDINGS 

The :fabric is current1y b1eached in atmospheric winches which wi11 

ho1d 80-100 Kg o:f :fabric. The average 1oad being 90 Kgs and 

processing time 4 hours. Five winches are emp1oy~d giving a 

capacity o:f 450 Kg in 4 hours ie 110 Kg per hour. Approximate1y 

20% o:f the :fabric is piece dyed on the atmospheric winches, with 

a 1oad o:f 80-100 Kg per 1oad produced every 8 hour shi:ft, a11owing 

two batches to be dyed in 16 hour day ie 160-200 Kg o:f :fabric 

(25 Kg/hr). The insta11ation o:f a continuous b1each range which 

has a capacity equa1 to at 1east ten winches, wou1d mean that 

a production o:f J00-450 Kgs per hour cou1d be achieved with on1y 

two emp1oyees and a gir1 to sew up. In comparison with at least 

6 employees to operate the winch machines. All the preparation 

could be carried out on this range with the :fabric :for dyeing being 

bleached :first thing in the morning be:fore being transferred to 

the winches, this wou1d cut dyeing time down by half. Bleached 

white :fabric could then be run through the continuous bleach range 

with the addition o:f optical brightening agent. Dewatering, detwist 

and plaiting machines would result in a substantial increase in 

productivity as well as an improvement in appearance and quality 

with a significant decrease in :fabric handling. 
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2.1 Continuous b1eaching machinery 

Continuous 1ow tension rope b1eaching in comparison with winch 

b1eaching for tubu1ar knitted fabric shows a reduction in water 

consumption and therefore reduced chemica1 consumption. A machine 

3 metres x 4 metres has a production capacity of )00 Kg per hour, 

this capacity being based on a peroxide b1each system. 

The chemical costs can be f'u.rther reduced if required by the 

additio~ of a sodium hypoch1orite saturator and washer prior to 

the peroxide bleach, this additional facility is avai1able from 

a number of manufacturers. Work has been carried out which shows 

that savings of 65~ over the cost of winch b1eaching can be achieved 

and this method of bleaching can give a 20~ reduction in costs 

compared with a straight J.Box system. 

Continuous bleaching could be carried out on low tensi~n machines 

such as the Colorado - Bruckner West Germany, this machine can be 

supplied with from 8-12 compartments, depending on available 

floorspace. Each compartment has a capacity of 50 Kg giving an 

hourly output of J00-450 Kg of fabric. The fabric is processed 

in a tension1ess state and the cloth run is monitored so that 

operator intervention is unnecessary. Each compartment has a 

separate heat exchanger and there is intensive interchange between 

treating liquor and fabric. Other suppliers of low tension 

bleaching machines are Jemco of the USA, Bruckner and Goller of 

West Ge:nnany and MCS of Italy. 

2.2 Pyeing Machinery 

Such as soft flow jet machines can be supplied with four 

compartments each with a capacity of 150-200 Kg per compartment, 

dependent on the type of fabric being processed. Fabric speed 

can be varied from 50-500 metres per minute. The machines minimise 

energy ru~~ resources requirements and claim easy maintenance. 

These machines can be supplied among others by Theis of West Ge:nnany, 

AYTC of Spain and Longclose of the United Kingdom. 
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Compact winches designed for dyeing tubul.ar knit goods in short 

1iquor can a1so be supplied in loading capacities from 200-600 Kg. 

The 300 Kg mode1 is divided into six compartments each capab1e 

of processing from 50-60 Kg of fabrics. The machines offer 1ow 

f1oor space requirement with high dyeing capacity. One example 

of this is the Bruckner Hasplef1ow machine. 

2.3 Detwist, dewater and p1ait 

Recent developments a11ow the fabric to be removed from the 

b1eaching or dyeing machinery and disentangled, dewatered and 

plaited a11 in one operation. The Airtex machine by Ca1ator of 

Sweden has been designed to carry out these operations so that 

circu1ar knit i'abrics retain a relaxed loose structure with wa1es 

and courses in a1ignment and after shrinkage effects reduced. 

Air jets are used to slight1y ba11oon and untangle the fabric 

prior to the passage over the interna1 stretcher and p1aiting 

units. The dried fabric can then be transported in plaited form 

to the making up unit. Heliot of France, Fabcon of the USA and 

Pegg Whiteley of the United Kingdom are suppliers of suitable 

machinery. 

2.4 1?ryinS' Machines 

The c.urrent drying machines allow the fabric to be conveyed through 

the drying area on air pervious stainless steel wire mesh reels. 

·I'h.e speeds of the reels can be adjusted to permit tension free 

movement of the fabric t~lrough the drying chamber. High velocity 

heated air is blo'Wll agains~ the fabric by a series of nozzles 

installed around the outer circtunference of the reels. The fabric 

whilst being supported is further relaxed by the air flow. Drying 

machines are supplied by Fleissner and Keiffer of West Germany and 

Tubetex of USA. 

2.5 Steam Calenders 

Steam calenders such as supplied by Bitema of West Germany offer 

felt sleeved calender rolls which are easily replaceable, and 

surface rising batch rolling eliminates diagonal distortion. 

Speed control is infinitely variable and tensioning can be adjusted 

as required. Overfeed adjustment of O.JO% is available and the 

plaiting facility would allow further relaxation to occur in the fabric 
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). CONCLUSIONS 

The attached two schematic plans have been drawn up for the 

re-equipment. The first covers the production figure quoted 

by the chairman of 3 tons per day. The second plan assesses 

what is the maximum production possible for the space available 

taking into account the general increase in the use of polyester 

cotton. 

The mill at present includes a small stenter equivalent to one 

chamber, this requires a lot of maintenance and is very slow. 

It wouid probably be more cost effective to scrap this piece of 

machinery and put the space to better use. 

The site plans show that with the replacement of machinery there 

is sufficient space to allow the production targets to be achieved. 

The plans have been drawn to maximise utilisation of space with 

a minimum number of cross overs in working procedureso 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MACHINES 

Continuous low tensiou bleaching range 

3. Bruclal.er (West Ge:I'!llany) 

.Jemco (u.s.A.) 

Goller (west Germany) 

M.c.s. (Italy) 

Combined detwist, hydroextract, plait 

4. Cala"':or 

Heliot 

Fab-con 

Pegg 'Whiteley 

Dyeing Machine 

1. AITC 

Bruclal.e't' 

Longclose 

Thies 

Drying Machines 

6. Fleissner 

Ke if er 

'I'ubetax 

Steam Calender 

2. Bitexma 

Heliot 

'I'ubetex 

(.~weden) 

(France) 

(u.s.A.) 

(United Kingdom) 

(Spain) 

(West Germany) 

(United Kingdom) 

(west Germany) 

(West Germany) 

(West Germany) 

(u.s.A.) 

(west Germany) 

(France) 

(u.s.A.) 



ATYC 

BITEXMA 

BRUCKNER 

CAI.ATOR 

FABCON" 

FLEISSNER 

GOLLER 

HELIOT 

JEMCO u.s.A. 

KEIFFER W.G. 

LONGCLOSE 
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Arge1ich Termes Y Cia SA 
PO Box 76 Terrassa - Barcelona, E 

Te1ex 56121 ATYC.E. 

Bitexma Maschinen-Und An1agenbau GmbH 
Espanstrasse 2. 7944 Herbertigen BRD 

Te1ex 732260 

Bruckner Apparatebau GmbH 
Postfach 1109 6120 Erbach BRD 

Te1ex 04191634 Bam D 

AB Calator 
Box 137 501 OJ Boras Sweden 

Te1ex 36212 

Fab-Con Machinery Deve1opment Corp. 
103 Harbor Road POB 591 
Port Washington New York 11050 USA 

Te1ex 640334 Fabcon PTWN 

F1eissner GmbH & Co 
Wo1fgartenstr 6. 6073 
Ege1sbach Be1 Frankfurt Main BRD 

Te1ex 415021 - 415069 

Maschinen Pabrik Goller MAX 
Hanuneranger 1 Postfach 0143 8676 Schwarzenbach/ 
Saale BRD 

Telex 064837 

Etablissements Maurice Heliot SA 
BP9 10600 LA Chape11e St. LUC F. 

Telex 840701 

C/o Tubular Texti1e Machinery Corporation 
33-61 54th Street Woodside 
New York 11377 U.S.A. 

Te1ex 235987 Rea and 66458 Wu 

C/o K1einewef'ers Jaeggli AG 
Poatfach 1560 1~150 Krefeld 1 BRD 

Telex 085 3872 IXSU D 

Longclose Ltd 
Dewsbucy Road 
LEEDS LS~ 1 
West Yorkshire 
Great Britain 

' 

Telex 557477 



MCS 

PEGG WHITELEY 

THIES 

TUBE-TEX 
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Via Provinciale 17 24059 Urgano 
(Bergamo)I 

Te1ex )00277 MCS 1 

Pegg White1ey Ltd 
New Star Road Works 
Leicester LEA4 7LP 
Great Britain 

Te1ex J4J11 Sampeg G 

Thies GmbH & Co 
Postf8ch 1740 4420 Coesfe1d BRD 

Te1ex 892312 

Tubu1ar Texti1e Machinery Corporation 
JJ-61 54th Street Woodside 
New York 11377 U.S.A. 

Te1ex 235987 Rea and 66458 Wu. 




